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Take our PRO Advice...Love this Look... Own It!

PRO TOOLS

CONCEALER 
BRUSH

1. CREME SHADOW bare necessity $29.00 

2. MID-SIZED SHADOW tranquility $24.00

3. MID-SIZED SHADOW escapade $24.00

4. BROW BLENDER PENCIL Blonde $29.00

4.

7.

THE LOOK BOOK LEARN IT LIVE IT

5. LONG & LUSCIOUS MASCARA $29.00

6. CREME BLUSH flaunt $27.00

7. MICROBUBBLE LIPSTICK red $27.00

LOVE IT

5.

Apply a small amount of Bare Necessity Creme 
Eyeshadow all over the eyelid with a concealer 
brush. The Creme Eyeshadow will help keep 
your powdered eye shadows creasless and 
stay on for longer. Using the soft touch blender 
brush, apply Tranquility Mid-Sized Eyeshadow 
on the top of the eyelid from the inner corner
up to the socket crease and accross the outer 
corner of the eye. Blend edges well with a cotton tip.

Now switch to using the deluxe crease blender 
brush, apply Escapade Mid-Sized Eyeshadow 
and tap off excess. Pretend your eyelid is
divided into three sections - inner third, mid 
third and outer third. Apply Escapade to the 
outer third and sweep accross the yop of the 
mid and inner thirds. Use a bullet brush with 
Escapade and join the outer third with the
under eye area and continue under the eye 
past the mid third. Blend the edges with a
cotton tip to create a smouldering look.

Time to lash out and apply two generous coats 
of mascara to the upper and lower lashes.
Try a wow brow by using our amazing Brow 
Blender Pencil. Use the mascara wand end of 
the pencil to comb the brows downward then 
draw across the top of the brow. Brush brows 
upwards again and fill in any gaps.

TAKE 1

TAKE 2

TAKE 3

>> SEE ONLINE VIDEO TUTORIAL AT 
WWW.DECHABRECOSMETICS.COM.AU

STATEMENT LIP
ACCENTUATE • ILLUMINATE • EXAGGERATE

SHOP 
NOW!
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DELUXE CREASE
BLENDER BRUSH

SOFT TOUCH 
BLENDER BRUSH

BULLET BRUSH


